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l.lfOl.ODUCTIOR 

the investigation was commissioned by the Department of Education and Science, 
Architects and Building l\ranch, with the object of .saesslng whether there is 
evidence that fttmoepheric moisture and other pollutant levels have gener•ll1 
incteased in . Educational buildings as a result of design a~d construction 
changes; and whether the.re is a conseque.ntial increased ris.~:: of condensation 
and deterioration of the building fabdcr It was hoped to · e~amlne the 
current design guidance for environmental standards, •nd to assess vbether 
there is a need to revise the guidance given on the design of building•, both 
in relation to achieving an appropriate balance between energy conservation 
and the needs for the health of the occupants and durability of, ~he buildlog•· 

The study was intended to commence in October 1984 but was delayed until 
February 1985, .as key personnel were not available for ~nterview until that 
time. The finance available for the study has not allowed irtterviews to be 
l1eld with a number of individuals who might have provided further' uee.ful 
inr'ormation. This report is in a summary form and must be considered a1 H 

interim statement. It may be nec:essary to consider an extension of th.e 
commission in order to be able to produce a more conclusive 1tate11e1it. 

LITERATURE SUIVEY 

The study has involved a literature survey .and a study of recent re.search on 
related subjects both in the UK and from abroad. From this, it •ay be 
con~luded that in recent years there has been considerable re•earch by a large 
number of individuals and a variety of organisations. In some iaatances this 
hu been incorporated into official guidance in the form .of Codes of Practice, 
but in many more instances remains as a commentary on the'atate of the at't. 
lt -results in a situation where much of the guidance must stiil be q\:.estioned. 
in terms of its scientific validity, the .ease with which it can be undentood 
and adopted, and its effectiveness in practice. 

t1lE IIT!RVIltVS 

lntervie11s were held witH 10 Local Authorities who provi.ded the personnel best 
equipped to discuss the subject. In consequence a re\~tively wide range of 
ex~eriences was sampled. Discussions were held with Michael Hohman of the 
CLC Technical Policy Unit and Ian Bealby of the GLC Scie.titific Branch. 'the 
Consortium for Method Building provided information from ··~arious . studies 
carried out . into P.art icular problems, Meetings were held with Dr. Petet 
Warren of th'e Building Research .Establishment and Peter Jacknian of the Air 
Infiltration Centre both of "1hom provided valuable ·infonaation. Thel'e were 
others with wh0111 interviews would have been of value. but limitation• of time 
and money 'hav• neceasarily conditioned the exteJ!t of the su~v~~~ ·· - · .. 
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CORDEJllSATIOR lB EXISTillG BUILDDIGS 

There was a general and uniform concensus that problems in relation to 
condensation in Educational b·uildings were very few. In comparison with 
other problems with which those interviewed were involved, it might be 
classified a:s insignificant. However, most authorities could identify where 
condensation had be~n an embarrassment, if not a serious probJem for some 
particular projects. Post war buildings presented more problems than those 
built before '.1939. It was evident that the identification of a particular 
cause of the presence of water was often complicated. There ·appear to be a 
significant number of occasions where condensation had b_een identified ·as the 
cause without recognising that the problems originated from water penetration 
at an earlier stage, or from insulation materials in a wet condition; the 
inclusion of a vapour barrier in such conditions only serving to exacerbate 
the problem~ · . This is p'rticularly the .case with several flat roof systems 
and notably where fibre i?sulation board is used with felt c;>r asphaltic 
coverings. More recently pitched roofs have provided their· ·s.hare of problems. 
Several instances were quoted where corrugated metal roof coyerings on shallow 
pitched roofs had resulted in water penetration and/or condensation. 

Other areas were identified in particular situations involving thin skin 
opaque panels, curtain walling and particular design solutions ~hich resulted 
in cold b~idging and consequential excessive surface condensation. This wa~ 
also evidenced where a combination of environmental conditions resulted in 
surface condensation on hard plastered walls and dense concrete floors. In 
these si.tuattons it appeared that lack of ventilation, combined · with very low 

·night time t.emperatures, was most usually the cause. 

It appears that the problem of condensation seldom arises after the ~rying out 
period following building construction, unless there is a particular .design or 
construction fault, or a change of use. Surface condensation is usually self 
evident on windows and dense wall surfaces, such that any reaction by the 
occupant will usually result in some remedial action which will remove or 
ameliorate the conditibn. Condensation on the surf~ce of a floor invariable 
presents a hazard 'and must be dealt with expeditiously. However, condensa
tion i .s not al~ays evident on surfaces which are absorbent. The wetting
dryng cycle may be such as to give no visual effect unless moulds develop on 
the surface or. decorations are dis figured. What is not known is the extent 
of any interstitial condensation and the potential for subsequent 
de tiorat.io.n of the fabric, part.icularly where this comprises organic 
material~. There are cases where authorities have removed ceilings and 
linings etc in order to inves'tigate internal surfac·es more closely. SCOLA 
ha~ carried out a detailed monitoring . exercise for all marks - of the Consor
tium's building system with several of its member authorities involved in such 
detailed investigations. The results support the view · that condensation is 
very limited and in very f~w cases i~ a primary cause for.deterioration of the 
fabric. Generally, . those who have b.een most innovative ···have most problems:• 
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KRERGY COHSKRVATIOR ARD VKRTILATIOR STARDARDS 

All authorities have energy conservation progra~es for existing buildings. 
The major economy is achieved. by better servicing of heating installations and 
.the .introduction o.t; improved controls, The addition of cavity wall 
insulation an~ the ~eduction of adventitio~s infiltration are the next most 
effective methods employed to a varying degree by a proportion of the 
authorities, The majority of auth·orities have schemes to exl'>lore other 
methods of reducing heat loss and to conserve energy. However, there appears 
to be a wide ·variation both in the skill and understanding with which 
refurbishmerii: and energy conservation schemes are executed. · Some are 
recognised as introducing an element of risk. As an ex·ample, in one .. 
authority the reduction of frost thermostat settings resulted in excessive 
surface condensation. There were adverse user reactions and also some 
concern for the potential interstitial condensation which might advance the 
deterioratio.n of the fabric. Consequently thermostat levels have since been 
raised; it being noted that the fuel economy was not signi_f.icantly affected. 

, .. 

Draught sealing of opening lights and doors is undertaken with some reserva
tion both in terms of its effectiveness and value for money, and for the 
possible effect on ventilation levels within the occupied space. However, 
there is a body of opinion which considers that most schools are "significantly 
over-ventilated. 

There are strong pressures to reduce the ventilation standard, it being 
'affirmed by those who have observed conditions in existing buildings that the 
design levels for ventilation are not being realised during the coldest 
~eriods of the year, as occupants keep windows closed in order to maintain 
a.dequate temperatures. Regrettably the .observations are not supported by 
sufficient scientific analysis of the conditions at the timei the questions 
which must be asked are: What ventilation rate is beirig a:·chievedf Is it a 
significantly low level 1 What proportion of the occupants· f'ind ii:t 
acceptable? Is it detrimental to their health? 

Research into environmental conditions in primary school bu ild.fo gs during 
differirtg weather conditions is limited, There is a cons id'erab le amount of 
information on temperature levels, ·less on humidity and ver'}' fit tle on 
ventilation. For secondary schools the situation is conside i ·ab l'y wO'rse. 
When the investment in secondary school buildings is com'pa·r e d' w'i th that in 
primary sch~ols it is evident that the amount of research at secc:indarf school 
leve 1 does not cqmpare favourably with that in primary· schoo l's; Yet it is 
certainly the case that the potential for poor environmen•tiil conditions is 
much greater iri the former. .Individual spaces in:· .rirany s~·cehdary s:chools, 
~ften the most critical in the terms of density anld continuity of occup•an·cy, 
are often under-ventilated, but it is disturbing to' note ··how little is. known 
~bout the incidence and what are the contribuito.ry factor·s, · Neith·1ft is there 
E!ny evidence from research to show whether unde•r-ve'ntilatiori: is a g'row'ing 
trend or otherwise. Indeed, it would appear th·at~ the current rese'itrch by Dr. 
Warren for the DES will not have given adequa;te c'onsiid~t'ii.tion to' s·ecfo-ndary 
schools. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL MARAGEKENT POLICIES 

The attitudes and ~xperiences with regard to management policies for energy 
conserv~tion in schools appear to be highly variable. Designers of buildings 
may have a clear appreciation of how the building should be managed, but this 
is not necessarily communicated to the users. Many of the finer points with 
regard to the efficient maintenance of systems and ·conservation of energy are 
not appreciated by the occupants, 

Energy conservation incentive schemes have been introduced with enthusiasm by 
some and with reservation by others, mainly it appears in selected secondary 
schools. There are others who are resistant to the use of such schemes. 
There are evident dangers of which most authorities are aware, but not in 
sufficient detail nor with sufficient knowledge on the effect on attitudes of 
teaching st·aff, resultant ventilation levels and consequence for the health of 
occupants. rt ' is a maxim that a user's approval of a building is propor
tional to the facility with which he can exercise control of those factors 
which might affect his sense of well-being, However, it does appear that 
very little individual control is provided when it comes down to heating. 
Within the classroom, the teacher may be in nominal control, but has little 
opportunity .to control the environment except by opening or closing ' a window. 

: . . . .~ 

IBTERNAL ENVIRONKKNTAL STANDARDS AND CONDENSATIOB 

The most significant factors which normally influence the moisture content in 
the atmosphere for a particular building are the external climate; the numbers 
and activities of occupants; the machine and equipment processes which 
generate heat or moisture; the method and rate of venti~ation~ 

We have no control over the external climate. Britain enjoys an equable 
maritime climate, which means it is predominately wet and humid. It follows 
that any net gain in moisture levels within a building requires a relatively 
high ventilation rate for the removal of any excess, and any artificial drying 
process must respect the same equation. Consequently, the designer must 
beware any solution which does not recognise this basic fact. 

The numbers of occupants within education buildings are highly variable as are 
the activities in which they are involved, varying from the extremes of a high 
concentration of children within an internal area without natural light, such 
as a drama hall or lecture theatre, or a lower concentration such as in a 
science room , to relatively few children in a light, aity gymnasium or sports 
ha 11. 

Other sources which generate moisture have to be taken into consideratio~. 
For schools these are normally concentrated in kitchens, changing rooms, 
~hower area~ etc. It is generally recognised that such areas are provided 
with means to mech~nically extract excess moist air~ It doe~ not follow that 
they are always used. However, the limited period of oc;cupancy in schoolS, 
combined with the extended holiday breaks, and the considerable ·movement of 
ch _ildren and staff whilst in occupation, results in envi-r.0.nmental conditions 
which are very unlikely to create unacceptable moisture conditions for normal, 
traditional construction. Any change of occupancy or :P_att~:rn of behaviour 
which would lead to reduced levels of ventilati.on a.nd . con~sequently higher 
moisture content could produce the situation which niight -·cause ·problems of 
inte·rstitial c·ondensation. Buildings constructed to. the . cur-rent environ.,. 
mental and_ the_rma 1 insulation standards are most unlikely to .suffer at:ty 
~roblems with regard to condcnsat~on. · 
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The question remains: 'What levels of ventilation a'nd moisture content are 
actually experienced in practice?' This investigation has revealed no 
substantive data to provide an answer to this question. 

IllTERIH COBCLUSIORS 

Condensation in educational buildings is not a significant problem. Given 
the continuation of the present standards for temperature and ventilation 
rates there .is no reason to believe there should be any problems for future 
buildings. However, there is a body of opinion which advocates a reduction 
in the prescribed ventilation standards and in some cases this may be 
happening in practice. It is not reasonable for the LA's to proceed with the 
design of new schools, or with general programmes of refurbishment, which will 
result in changed environmental conditions for occupants of schools, without 
more knowledge of the conditions .which presently obtain. · · 

It is also most . important for there to be more investigation·. into the effect 
of differing environmental conditions on the health, comfort and educational 
performance of occupants, particularly for secondary schools. 

It is anticipated such research will identify a relatively broad :band of 
temperature and humidity levels, but there will be a relationship between 
humidity and co2 levels such that the tolerance limits will be more closely 
related than is at present assumed. This may allow reduced ventilation 
levels to be adopted with the aim of reducing energy con~umption, subject to a 
more critical design appraisal of individual spaces and their juxtaposition to 
one another. 

It is to be hoped that the research for the DES on ventilation by Dr.· Peter 
Warren of the BRE will provide a better understanding of some of these 
relationships, at least for primary schools. It may be possible to 
extrapolate from his findings to an application for general classrooms in 
secondary schools, but the range of activities and variations in some of the 
equipment, which also has an effect on the environment of specialist rooms, 
will almost certainly dictate that more research is necessary, and in greater 
depth, if guidance is to be given with assurance. · 

As a prediction it might be anticipated that levels of ventilation may be more 
directly related to the individual occupant (minimum CO health standard) and 
thereafter administered in relation to operationa3 levefs of particular spaces 
in terms of the ventilation rate (litres/sec or m /hr of external air). This 
would take account of the particular requirements of specialist activities in 
chemistry and heavy craft rooms, resource centres, gymnasia, etc. It is 
evident that this specific kind of guidance is required not only for new 
buildings but is also important for the refurbishment of existing buildings. 

• '-
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IllTERIH R.EC<MKRRDATIORS 

The following is a list of the most salient points which arise from the survey 
and require more careful consider~tion and possible research. Certainly 
~uidance is required on them: 

More analysis/monitoring 
terms of venti,lation and 
buildings. 

of what has been experienced in 
humidity levels in existing 

•, 

Human reaction to a changing environment ·is poor. There 
appears to be a need for the introduction of automatic· 
sensors for temperature or co2 levels which will a~sist 
the occupants in the control of their environment, 
thereby reducing problems of discomfort and potential 
risk to health. 

Children should be given a better understanding of ho~ . 
a building functions; the education curriculum should · ··. 
relate scientific st;udies m.ore diri!ctly to the built 
environment. 

The concept for the control of interstitial condensation 
by the use of vapour barriers is naive and is difficult 
to achieve in practice. An alternative and more 
effective practice is required. 

The addition of roof and wall insulation, preferably applied 
externaliy can only improve the situation with regard to 
condensation. 

The addition of insulation internally without a very 
careful analysis of the · consequences for· interstitial 
condensation is not recommended. 

SCOLA Cenlral 
Development Group 
Pillar & Lucy House· 

Mercha11ts .Road 
GloucesllJ G~ r $Im . . . 
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